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MR. HUSHEN:
of the United States.

Ladies and gentlemen, the President

THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you very much,Jack.

This is an opportunity for me to make a very,
very pleasing announcement. I think I am very, very
fortunate on this occasion to have the opportunity of
announcing to all of you and to others, in fact, that
Ron Nessen is going to be my Press Secretary.
Ron, as you know, has a superb reputation,
standing in the electronic media, but I was pleased to
find out in my discussions with him that he had a
background in the writing press.
So we are very fortunate to have someone
like Ron who not only knows the writing but also the
e~ectronic press.
I had the opportunity of getting acquainted
with Ron in the many, many trips that he took with me on
Air Force Two. I think the number is some 57. So, in
that luxurious aircraft, in the many travels we made
around the country, I was given the opportunity of
getting to know Ron very well.
I admired his skill and objectivity as a
reporter. I enjoyed his company. I was greatly
impressed with his ability and overall approach to
the problems that I faced and others did.
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So when I asked Ron if he would take the job,
I couldn't have been more pleased.
I must say that this announcement comes at
a somewhat unique time.. I just spent 2-1/2hours with
one of the leading Communists, and now I am about to
meet with one of the most wealthy and influential
capitalists. So in between those two meetings, it
is my privilege and pleasure to indicate to all of
you that Ron Nessen will be my Press Secretary, and
I couldn't be more pleased.
MR. NESSEN:

Thank you, Mr. President.

THE PRESIDENT:

Fine, Ron.

You are the boss.

MR. NESSEN: My wife said to tell you that
this entitles you to one free dancing lesson. (Laughter)
THE PRESIDENT:

I need it.
MORE
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MR. NESSEN: Thank you very much f.o~ the
trust you.·put in me, and I will try to live'up·.to it.
Ron.

THE PRESIDENT:

I have no doubt about it,·

So, I will turn the job over to Ron. He has
my full backing and support, and I think. I am very
lucky to have somebody· like him handling the job.
MR. NESSEN: You are not going to leave me
out here all alone, are you?
THE PRESIDENT: You better get used to it.
No, I am going to stand here until you finish your
remarks.
MR. NESSEN:
couple of things.

Well, I did want to .say a

I hope the White House Press Corps is ready
for another Ron. I am a Ron, but not a Ziegler, I
can tell you that.
I do want to say a couple of things. One is
that I will never knowlingly lie to the White House
Press Corps. I will never knqwinglymislead the
White House Press Corps, and I think, if I ever do
you would be justified in questioning my contirtued use
fulness in this job.
My conception of the job is that a Press
Secretary does not always hav,e to agree with the
decisions of the President. I think a Press Secretary's
job is t~ report to you the actions of the President,
why he has taken the actions, how he has arrived at
the action. I don't think that the Press Secretary and
the press are natural antagonists. I think we really
both have the same aim.
I have been
time, and now I am on
same aim, which is to
about what goes on in

out on the other side for a long
this side, but I think we have the
get as much news as possible
this place to the American people.

Obviously" the press Secretary needs to know
what is going on to do that job, and I have been
assured that I will know what is going on. I doh't
expect to be a salesman for the President. I am not
going to try to sell his pr.ograms. to you· .
. MORE
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I' am apoli tical~ Like most of y'ou, I
have worked on covering most of the political campaigns
of the last 15 years. The last time I voted, I am
ashamed to say, was in 1960 when I voted for John
Kennedy. Other than that, I have no affiliation with
any political party.
I think my models in trying to do this job',
will be Bill Moyers for his knowledge and his honesty'
and the amount of information that he put out, Pierre
Salinger fo~ the gbod humor and the good fellowship
and the grace that he brought to this job, 'and I would
hope to be able to earn as much respect,from you as
Jerry terHorst had.
I think it is probably too late to go back to a
honeymoon, but maybe we could have a trial
reconciliation.
Thank you.
THE PRESIDENT:

Tharik you, Ron.

We are very proud to have him, and we look
forward to working together.
I will leave you to your friends.
Thank you very 'much.
MR. NESSEN:

Thank you very much, sir.

If you have any questions about my job, I
would be happy to answer them. I really haven't been
here long enough to know anything else.

Q

Ron, are yoti going to provide us a bio?

MR. NESSEN: The Press Office is making one
or has already made it.

Q

Are you taking over right now?

MR. NESSEN:

Q

Yes.

How much is your' salary?

MR. NESSEN:

$42,500.

Q
Ron, Jerry was a 'little upset because
he felt he was betrayed in his last couple of days in
office. Have you talked to Mr. Buchen, have you talked
to other people Jerry had some problems with
to make sure this doesn't happen to you?
MORE
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MR. NESSEN: I have talked to people here,
and they understand what the problem was with Jerry
terHorst, and I don't think that will be a problem
again.

Q

What was it?

MR. NESSEN: I think Jerry has spelled
out himself what his problem was, and I really shouldn't
speak for Jerry.

Q
Can you tell us when you heard about
this, how this came about?
MR. NESSEN: About a week ago I was contacted
by one of the offices at the White House that deals
with recruiting and asked if I would be interested, and
I said I would be interested under certain conditions.
I was later contacted by one of the President's
advisers, and we discussed it, and I made some
of the same points that I have made to you, and then I
had a chat with.the President yesterday in which I
made these same points and in which he offered me the
job and I accepted.

Q

What were the conditions that you accepted

the job?
MR. NESSEN: I don't think I would call them
conditions. Some of the points that I made to you,
that I did not picture the Press Secretary as having to
be a salesman, that I did not think the Press Secretary
had to agree with every Presidential decision, but I
very strongly felt that the Press Secretary needed to
know what was going on in this place so he could do
his job.

Q

How will he inform you of that? I mean,
will you be able to attend the Cabinet meetings?
MR. NESSEN: The Press Secretary will attend,
as I understand it, all except the National Security
Council meetings, and private meetings ,.that the
President may have face to face with his own guests.
I will be in daily contact with the President.

Q
Ron, will daily briefings be open
to sound on film coverage?
MR. NESSEN: We will have to think about
that. I am just a little too new in the job to
understand what the problems are, but I certainly
will look into that possibility.
MORE
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Q
Ron, can you assur'e us that we will
have a l,it;tle bit better schedule on bri,erings?,
'.
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" M~: <NESSEJ'l:. "'Wel'f; Ma~gie, I "guess I have
gotten as 'tired 'ofwai.tingouthere' in the lobtiy as yo~ .
have, and since I understand the problem from the
waitees' point of view, I will cep.tainly try to ,~eep a
better schedule.
~.
As ypu know,. the main° reason the' briefings
are sometimes late is because th'e Press secretary fs
trying to get information that he thinks will be "
requested at the briefi~g.

Q
Couldn't we then set it for 12:30, say,
instead of II?
MR. NESSEN: If you would like to think
about that or'have us think about that, we will.

Q
'Ron, are you
on the staff?

g~ing

to make any changes

MR. NESSEN: ~ell, for the moment: everybody
on the staff is going to stay on the staff.

Q

Ron, are you here for the duration?
Have you re~igned from NBC?
C'

MR. NESSEN: T~is happened rather quickly,
Bill, and I only had one brief conversation with
NBC last evening. I have requested a leave of absence, and
I haven't gotten an answer as to whether I would b~
granted the leave of 'absence or 'whether I will have to
resign.

Q

Ron?

MR. NESSEN:
Q

Yes, Phil?

'What about Father McLaughlin?

MR. NESSEN:

Where is Les.

That is his

question.
Q

Is he e&;ili on ,your staff? ,..

MR. NESSEN: . lam go~ng to have to ask for
some help on this one. There' 'is' a large administrative
function to this job, and obviousiy,' in'the few hour's
that I have bee~.trying to g~t a hold of it, I don't
know all 'the ins' :and
duts of personnel.
.
,"
,'i
~-

~

He will be leaving sqon. '(Laug'ti~,er')
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Q
Ron, ~ question about your. approach
to the job itself . . In sitting in onth~meetings
.
that you say you will have a.ccess to, are you going
to b~ playing the role. of simply the voice for the
President after the m~eting is over,the kind of role
that jack Hushen mentione'd ea:rlier that he played, or
do you feel that you should have policy input. in other
areas than simply the press?
MR. NESSEN: This job does have three aspects
to it, really; One is to be the President's spokesman,
the second is the admin,istrative function that I
mentioned, and the third is to advise the President.
The President has a group of senior advisers, as you
know, numbering about five or six, and the Press
Secretary is one of those senior advisers and, therefore,
will have an input as well as an output.

Q

The President met with Mr. Gromyko for,
Are you
going to give us something on that today?
I think he said 4 two and a half hours.

MR. NESSEN: There will be a posting on what
happened at the meeting with Gromyko.

Q
Ron, I didn't hear what you said would
happen if you misled or lied to us.
MR. NESSE~: I think if I misled or lied to
you, then you are justified in questioning my
continued usefulness in this job~

Q
Ron, could you say in your own mind what
persuaded you to take the job after so many years in
the news field?
MR. NESSEN: I think, like most people out
there, I have had an itch for a while to be a· ·participant
in events instead of always an observer at events, and
this opportunity presented itself to be a participant,
and I took it for that reason.

Q
Ron, do you believe you could ever go
back to being a reporter after you hold this job?
MR. NESSEN:
job.
yet.

John, this is my first day on the

I rather not look forward to retirement quite

Q
Ron, does the fact that you took a leave
of absence indicate, like Jerry terHorst kept telling
us when he first came on -- he said I am not necessarily
permanent, I am on a leave of absence -- does this
mean that you also want to make sure that promises that
have been made to you are going to be kept?
MORE
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reason. Well, in. "all honesty'" ~d9ri '-r·k.now .wl'\at th~ ~" ~ J
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recommend you?
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depu:ty?
MR. NESSEN:

Yes.

Q
RQn, J~rry ·te~Horst'~ col,umn today says:
that a Presidential l?p6~esman is pespons'ible'-
and he puts them in this order -- to the media, to the
Pre~ident atl~. to th~ public"
.Do you want to lqok
at it?
.,
.~,

; ,
MR. NESSEN: ,I would Sj3.y that the Press
Secretary is responsible lirst to the public.,.
Q
R,on" do yOll. have any not ions. on how
often a President, ough~ to'. haVe apresf? con;ference?

MR. NESSEN: I think as often as possible, and
I think this President has and,intenQs to continue to
hold :press conferEmc~s ' frequently.'
,

Q

Is that part of the agreement between
you and the Pres.ident?
t1R. NE$SEN,: I didn't think there was any,
need for an agreement becaue;e .that ha:s been his policy
and as far as I know will continue to be his policy.
THE PRESS:

Thank you.
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